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A new book by Dietmar Tauchner is like that comet you see accidentally when you just happen to look up into the sky. It is a gift from the universe, a treat for speculative poets and haiku poets alike. Invisible tracks is no exception. Tauchner’s latest book from Red Moon Press is bilingual, with a version of each poem in English and German. Published by a mainstream haiku press, the haiku range from speculative to non-speculative, but even a haiku formed from everyday life, for example, standing in front of a bathroom mirror, often has a speculative edge:

bathroom mirror
facing my
amphibian DNA

invisible tracks is broken into four sections, the first being “Loop of Identity,” an introspective grouping of haiku that explores our place in the universe. Each section has haiku written in a variety of styles, one-liners, two-liners, and what we’ve come to think of as more traditional in English, three-line verse. There are also occasional concrete poems, the most startling being a poem about a nuclear warhead that is shaped like a nuclear warhead.

“Loop of Identity” opens with the universal question of where did we come from? The point of view of this haiku takes it into the speculative realm, by its opening line “world of clouds:”

world of clouds
where we come from
where we go

I would classify the majority of the poems in this section as speculative or on the edge of speculative, reaching that edge with the choice of juxtaposition and image, or the use of scientific language.

The second section, also the title, “Invisible Tracks,” moves outward and explores our place in nature, with poems ranging from pastoral to scientific, from scenes of October leaves and flocks of starlings to electrons, gravity, and particles.

magnolia scent
a molecule’s
memory

The third section, “Pollen Days,” is a grouping of poems narrowing in on particular moments in time: a pub, a ticking clock, a parking lot on Christmas Eve, while in the same time widening out to focus on the continuum of spacetime itself.

dusk shadows of spacetime unfolding

The book becomes its most speculative in the final section, “From One of These Stars,” where the haiku is grouped thematically around astronomy, astrophysics, and outer space. This is where Tauchner’s poetry really sings, in the juxtaposition of the geography of outer space with the inner space of a person’s thoughts, beliefs, or day-to-day life.

behind a horizon
the red-shifted heaven
of our beliefs

or

stars in the dark what am i

Tauchner once more shows that he is a genius when it comes to crafting the very best of speculative haiku. He writes haiku that takes us deep into the realm of imagination but yet brings it home, touching our souls, commenting on our daily life, all skillfully done with the most minimal of language. Not a single word is unnecessary; each syllable packs a big bang.

invisible tracks can be purchased online at Red Moon Press or in Europe from Vertrieb (weisenburgverlag.de) and is highly recommended.

—Deborah P Kolodji


